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Reveals the secrets of the world's most fashionable women, with tips on identifying and
coordinating a turn to suit one's individual taste and style, creating the perfect wardrobe, and
dressing to flatter one's figure.
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Next chapter discusses personal style and various style personalities:The Classicists (Jackie O)The
Bombshells (Sophia Loren)The Bohemians (Jane Birkin)The Ladies (Grace KellY)The
Mavericks(cate Blanchett)The Minimalists (kate Winslet)the Electrics (Gwen Stefani)Then another
chapter is focused on whatis best suited by age group (20s,30s,40s etc. Initial chapter of the
publication is dedicated to talking about the wardrobe basic blocks, such as1. It really is clear,
well oranized and incredibly helpful. Pencil skirt or a-line skirt if more suitable for your body
type03. Crisp white shirt4. Great pair of jeans5. Little dark dressIn addition to simple building
blocks, the book talks about classics which are worth having regardless of current trands, such as
for example white t-shirts, cashmere cardigan, white jeans, trousers, shift outfit, tuxedo, boucle
jacket, trench coat, and camel overcoat.Then there is a list of items well worth splurging on and
also the items one could save on.), accompanied by a chapter on what's most flattering for
various designs.Save list: jeans, slacks, skirts, button-up shirts, lightweight knits, tank tops and t-
shirts. I don't regret have obtained this one since it was cheap. It really is well organised and
provides great pictures.For the most part I came across advice in the reserve reasonable and
useful but a few things were not to my liking. Great Reserve! The calendar in the publication
recommends to shop for seasonal items BEFORE period starts when seasonal clothes will be the
most expensive. I really believe that if one isn't in search of the current developments but is
stocking up on basics, it's better to shop for seasonal item AFTER the time of year has started, or
towards the end of the season. this was you will have just what you want for much less.Enjoyable
book on style Overall a pretty good publication.Splurge list: Layer, chunky knits, such as
cashmere sweaters, dressy blouses, furs, cocktail dresses and evening gowns.then the following
chapters talk aboutOffice wearEvening wearCasual wearChapter about casual wear again has a
number of different casual style types:PreppyGlamSportyUrbanCountryJet-
SetBohoRomanticRockerThe last two chapters discuss accessories and lingerie. Every chapter is
usually generously illustrated with celebrity photos Four Stars :-) Liked everything I saw Even
though that is a mature edition, the clothes featured inside are still beautiful and (most likely)
won't go out of style anytime soon.. there really aren't any instructions in this book, however the
pictures have become inspirational, make sense, and are easy to implement. Really glad I
purchased it. It's like a fashion magazine. Great! There is nearly a disdain to strategy fashion with
a unconventional, uncategorized outlook. I must say, the book was much boring than anything
you'd expect in the web pages of Harper's Bazaar! Super good and helpful I bought the book
after reading a few of the evaluations. I am pleased I did so because it is one of the best. Dark
lean suit2. Five Stars Useful book with lots of examples. Basic Basics I feel nearly as though I
outgrew the majority of this book. It is the first period I was able to learn about basics,
accessories etc;.I totally trust saving on t-shirts since in order to look good, they have to be
replaced frequently and thus aren't worth splurging on. This content is like a fashion magazine,
some photos, some commentaires, and nothing else. Good Harpers Bazaar Extension Ver great
tips and ideas for those who are trying to find a sense of style. Great book I have a number of
fashion and design books which is my favourite. Although individually, I favor white t-shirts and
tank tops from quality natural cotton even though I usually avoid paying much for them,
attempting to catch them on big sales. It is a reserve I often share and recommend. Not saying
that it isn't important to be acquainted with the basic rules of dressing and knowing your style
personality, but it really isn't advocating innovative dressing. Like, for instance, the calendar on
when to look for what. Full of fashion advice.
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